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Attached please find a press release and letter from Gordon Linton,
Federal Transit Administrator, regarding the Hollywood Tunnel
construction project. Please note that, in the letter from Administrator
Linton to me, he reassuresus of the continued Federal support for the
project subject to the resolution of the technical and managerial issues
raised. We intend to resolve those issues as soon as possible to enable
us to resume tunneling.
Please call me at (213) 244-7400 if you should have any questions or
concerns.
Thank you.
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Dear Mr. White:
The purpose of this letter
is two-fold.
The first
is to transroit
to you the enclosed written
report which constitutes
our response
to your letter
of September 28,1994,
on the general issue of
ground settlement
under Hollywood Boulevard on the Red Line subway
tunnel project.
The second is to spell
out in some detail
certain
direc.tives

I am issuing

with

respect

to

the

overall

Red Line

project.
0-

Tunneling
work on the Red Line under Hollywood
Boulevard
is to
cease and not resume until
specific
written
authorization
has
been received
from the Federal
Transit
Administration
(FTA).

0- While negotiations
will
continue
for pending amendmen~s to
the Full Funding Grant Agreement for MOS-3, we will
not execute
these amendments until
all matters associated
~ith Red Line
construction
are resolved.
As the enclosed
report
prepared
at our direction
by our Froject
Management Oversight
(PMO) cor.sultant
makes clear,
there
are
technical
deficiencies
in the Septerober 28, 1994, report
froro your
Tunnel Review Board.
Prior
to my authorizing
the resumption
of tunneling
under
Hollywood
Boulevard,
a detailed
response
to the enclosed
report
must be prepared
and accepted
by the FTA.
Should you take issue with
any of the recommendations
or
suggestions
made by our PMO, and feel
they should not be
implemented,
please inform
us as soon as possible.
Absent
any
such disagreement,
we request
that you prepare
a written
report
telling
us how you will
correct
the technical
deficiencies
noted
in the PMO report
with respect
to the settlement
issue.

-2-

More importantly
and on a more general
level,
we perceive
there
to
be inadequate
managemen~ controls
at the Los Angeles County
Metropolitan
Transportation
Authority
(LACMTA) for executing
the
Red Line project.
One of the requirements
for Federal
financial
aSslstance
on a project
of th~s sort
is an affirmative
finding,
hy
FTA, that
a grantee
has adequate technical
capability
to carry
out
the project.
~'hile we made this
affirmative
finding
for earlier
construction
grants
for the Red Line,
subsequent
developments--as
demonstrated
in the actual
implementation
of the project--are
giving
us reason to review those earlier
findings.
It is not the role of the FTA to recommend any particular
management structure
for LACMTA, and we have no intention
of doingso.
The grantor-grantee
relationship,
however,
is between the F'I'A
and the LACMTA, and it is LACMTA's responsibility
to demonstrate
that
it is exercising
proper
stewardship
of the Federal
resources
it has contracted
to receive.
Please prepare
a detailed
plan telling
the overall
management of the Red Line
difficulties
that have been experienced

us how you will
8trengthen
project
in light
of all
the
in recent months.

While these are serious
matters,
please be assured that
we realize
construction
problems
on the Red Line do not detract
from the
importance
of this
needed mass transit
investment,
nor do they
overshadow
the fact that the great
bulk of the work is being
executed
in a professional
manner.
Let roe also take this
occasion
to say once again that the Administration
supports
the need for
thls
major transit
investment,
and that we believe
it represents
a
wise investment
of both Federal
and local
funds.
In summary,

there

are

three

actions

you must

perform

1- Ensure that
no further
t~nnelinq
work under Hollywood
Boulevard
takes places until
specific
authorization
from FTA has been
received.
2- Submit a written
report
in response
to what we still
regard as technical
inadequacies
in your approach to
Holly~ood
Boulevard
settlement
issue.
)-

the

Submit a written
plan with respect
to overall
construction
management improvements
on th~ Red Line project.
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Once these matters
are settled
to our mutual satisfaction,
then execute
any appropriate
amendments to the full
funding
agreement for MOS-3.

we can
grant

Please be assured that the FTA stands
ready to work with you on
all
these matters.
We remain committed
to the Red Line project.
Our only desire
is to ensure that,
together,
we produce the very
best project
possible
for the people of Los Angeles.
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